LG Stylo™ 5

REMARKABLE DESIGN
6.2” FHD+ FullVision™ Display
Precise Stylus Pen

BRILLIANT CAMERAS
13 MP PDAF Rear Camera
5 MP Wide-Angle Front Camera

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
AI Cam
Google Assistant
Face Recognition

ENHANCED PERFORMANCE
Long-Lasting 3,500 mAh Battery¹
3 GB RAM & 32 GB ROM²
1.8 GHz Octa-Core Processor

¹ Actual battery time may vary depending on network connectivity and application use.
² Usable memory varies depending on software versions and settings.
Cameras

REAR CAMERA
- 13MP PDAF with Quick Capture and Single LED Flash
- Resolution – up to 4160 x 3120 pixels
- Digital Zoom – up to 4x
- f/2.2 Low-Light Lens
- Field of View: 77°
- Burst Shot – hold the shutter button to take multiple shots
- Self-Timer – choose to take a picture/video 3, 5, or 10 seconds after you press the shutter/record button
- Camera Modes: Auto, Food, Panorama, Flash Jump-Cut, YouTube Live
- QLens - searches what you see and provides relevant online information; features QR code

REAR & FRONT CAMERAS
- AI Cam – suggests the optimal effect and angle by automatically identifying what’s in the shot
- Continuous Shot – hold down the shutter to take consecutive photos
- Quick Sharing – access sharing apps instantly after taking pictures and videos
- Film Effect – choose from 17 preset filters
- HDR – corrects backlighting with multiple exposure techniques
- Geotagging – tag location information in pictures
- Cheese Shutter – use your voice to take a picture
- Image Editor – adjust the color or contrast, rotate, and crop your images

FRONT CAMERA
- 5MP Wide-Angle Front-Facing Camera
- Resolution – up to 2560 x 1920 pixels
- Full HD Front Video Recording
- Portrait - bokeh effect blurs the background while keeping the subject in focus
- Auto Shot – take a selfie with automatic face detection
- Gesture Shot – take a selfie with a simple hand gesture
- Gesture Interval Shot – take four selfies in sequence by making a fist twice
- Gesture View – automatically preview the image when bringing the phone close
- Selfie Light – screen illuminates for well-lit selfies
- Beauty Shot – adjustable setting softens facial features

VIDEO RECORDING
- 2MP, 30FPS with Flash
- Resolution – up to 1920 x 1080 pixels
- Digital Zoom – up to 4x
- Pause & Resume Recording – pause and start in record mode for one continuous video file

Experience

CREATIVITY
- Scratch Art – draw on the black screen and convert it to colorful letters and pictures
- Coloring Book – select from pre-loaded templates or create original designs
- Personal Emoji – select favorite emoticons and add to text messages
- Draw chat – draw on a black notepad with different colors and treatments to share instantly

PRODUCTIVITY
- Google® Assistant – intelligent personal assistant also performs LG-exclusive device-specific tasks
- Pen Pop 2.1 – choose which app shortcuts you want available when you remove the stylus
- Pen Keeper – prevents the stylus from being misplaced by displaying a popup message when the phone is detected as being in motion when the stylus bay is empty
- Pop Lens – zoom in on any image
- Pop Memo – quick note-taking app you can set to activate immediately when you remove the stylus

SECURITY
- Fingerprint ID – access phone, make mobile payments, secure content*
- Facial Recognition – unlock screen with facial scan
- Knock On® – double tap the screen to put your phone to sleep/wake it
- Screen Lock – Swipe, Pattern, PIN, Password

* Features and capabilities may vary by carrier.
Connectivity

• **2G, 3G, 4G and 4G LTE Capable**

• **Network:** LTE, LTE CA, GSM, WCDMA

• **Frequencies:** GSM 850/900/1800/1900MHz; WCDMA B1/B2/B4/B5/B12/B16/B17; Roaming Bands B1/B3/B7/B13/B20/B25/B26/B38/B41

• **Data Transmission:** LTE, GPRS, EDGE, UMTS, GSM, HSPA+, HSPA

• **Mobile Hotspot** – share an LTE Plus data connection with up to 10 wireless devices

• **Bluetooth® Wireless Technology Version 5.0**

• **Supported Bluetooth Profiles:** A2DP, AVRCP, DI, GAVDP, GOEP, HDR, HFP, HID, HSP, MAP, OPP, PBAP, SPP, HOGP, ScPP, GATT

• **USB Tethering** – share your Internet connection with other devices

• **Wi-Fi® Calling, HD Voice**

• **Wi-Fi Connectivity** – 802.11a/b/g/n/ac

• **Wi-Fi Direct®** – connect directly to devices

• **Media Sync** – share media content with nearby DLNA compatible devices

• **NFC Support**

• **Platform:** Android™ 9.0 Pie

• **Processor:** 1.8GHz Octa-Core Qualcomm Snapdragon™ SDM450

• **Battery Capacity:** 3,500mAh Non-Removable

• **Talk Time:** up to 15 hours & 20 minutes

• **Standby Time:** up to 21 days

1 Wired headphones or speakers required.  2 Only available on certain interactions with the touch screen.

Entertainment

• **DTS:X Virtual Surround** - deep 3D stereo audio experience

• **Accelerometer** – control games by turning and tilting

• **Native Video Player** with Touch Lock, Play on Lock Screen, Video Screenshot and Resume Play Functions, supports 3GP, 3G2, and MP4 formats

• **Customizable Video Screen** Ratio, Subtitles, Auto Off, Video Screenshot, Play on Lock Screen

• **Music Player** supports MP3, WMA, AAC, AAC+, AMR, eAAC+, M4A, WAV, MIDI, OGG, MP2, ALAC, AIFF, and FLAC formats

• **Customizable Music Library** organized by artist, album, song, playlist, genre and folder

Display/Design

• **6.2” FHD+ TFT Display (2160 × 1080); 389 ppi**

• **FullVision Display:** 18:9 Aspect Ratio, 78.63% screen-to-body ratio

• **Improved Stylus Pen**

• **Dimensions:** 6.33” (H) × 3.09” (W) × .34” (D)

• **Weight:** 6.38 oz

• **Color:** Silvery White

• **Corning® Gorilla® 3 Glass Screen Protection**

• **LG UX 7.0**

* Actual viewable area is less due to rounded corners and notch.

Power & Performance

• **Platform:** Android™ 9.0 Pie

• **Processor:** 1.8GHz Octa-Core Qualcomm Snapdragon™ SDM450

• **Battery Capacity:** 3,500mAh Non-Removable

• **Talk Time:** up to 15 hours & 20 minutes

• **Standby Time:** up to 21 days

• **Charging:** USB Type-C™ Port; Qualcomm Quick Charge™ 3.0

• **RAM:** 3GB

• **Internal Memory:** 32GB (up to 16.23GB usable)

• **External Memory:** up to 2TB

• **Hearing Aid Compatible:** Rating M4/T3

1 Actual battery time may vary depending on network connectivity and application use.  2 Available memory varies depending on software versions and settings.